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From: Lesley Humphreyi··-·-·-·-·-·cocie·A·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

Sent: 04 January 2009 16:55 

To: Deeks Mary 

Cc: Benita Playfoot; 

Subject: Re: LH Statement- Table 'LFH 1' 

Dear Mary 

I will not be able to update my statement before the meeting tomorrow (which l hope to attend). I 
have only just received Benita's comments and I want to talk to-before making any further 
changes. 

This started out as my statement from memory with a little help from a couple of key 
documents but I am concerned that it is turning into something else - a collective review rather than 
an individual statement?. Perhaps that is a better way forward but we need to be clear what we 
want to produce and how it can best be packaged. All comments about my personal statement are 
welcomed to help ensure clarity but I am not willing to singularly put my name to a collectively 
developed document. 

I never intended my statement to be viewed as a definitive summary of what happened, when and 
what action was taken it was only intended to give a broad overview -with Ben ita's comments 
perhaps it would be better to use my statement as the basis for a more comprehensive statement 
from the PCT and PHT?. 
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-------Original Message-------

From: Deeks. Mary 

Date: 02/01 /2009 14·. _ ·-:"·-'·'""'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-,·-·-·-,-·-·-,-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 
To: =~·J'--'-''".,--'"l"'U ..... ,.,.""' 
Cc: Benita Playfoot; 
Subject: LH ~t<:>torroont 

Hi Lesley and Neil 

I have just gone through Lesley's statement, and realise that Benita's comment about the attached 
table referred to in paragraph 92 still hasn't been received. If you get this email in time to send me 
a copy today, I will be able to take copies to the steering group meeting on Monday. 

Thanks in advance for your help. 

Regards 

Mary Deeks 

Project Officer (GWMH) 

Hampshire Primary Care Trust 

HQ, Omega House 
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